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“What’s your biggest Renn Fayre plan?”

ELIZABETH CRISMAN: To catch an orally-transmitted superpower.
HANNAH LOONEY: To convince foreign ambassador, preferably Japanese, to join the 
festival on diplomatic pretexts.
EMMA RENNIE: Eat all the jello from the jello pool before anyone else’s body touches it.
SAM SEXTON: To find the one drug that rules them all, the one drug to find them.  The one 
drug to bring them all and in the darkness bind them.  Than, I’ll sell it and buy some legos.

       A most peculiar phenomenon, according to countless Reedies, occurred Saturday night. 
Starting at 22:00 and progressing through the wee hours, students reported gradually losing 
understanding of  anything. By the time a mysterious vaguely-owl-shaped block of  stone 
appeared and mobs started attacking it, observers were absolutely perplexed.

        “I don’t get it,” says Greg McNicholl ‘16. “I mean, I guess I had a couple drinks. But 
that can’t account for the level of  separation from reality I felt. Everything just… stopped 
making sense.” 

        The Community Safety office has received at least 220 reports from students, all 
regarding a concerning level of  confusion. Some of  the complaints included questions like 
“Why is there green stuff  all over the ground?” or “What the fuck is this wet lump of  flesh 
inside my mouth?” These are indeed worrying reports, and I strongly recommend, dear 
reader, that you never take that much acid.

 Allegedly, all of  the victims attended the dance party in the SU that night. This 
seems to be the only common factor, so CSOs are investigating possibilities as to how 
the event may have caused such mass confusion. “Our primary theory right now is that 
the students were mesmerized by David Byrne’s captivating dance moves,” Gary Granger 
informed told The Pamphlette, referring to the main character in the strange film that was 
projected in the SU. “The swirly oscillations of  his arms and the sweet, manly tones of  his 
voice may have lulled the partygoers into a dreamy reverie that detached them from their 
surroundings.” 

       Late that night, as fate would have it, an owl fight broke out. Some of  the spaced-out 
students ended up in the fray, arbitrarily throwing themselves into the violent atmosphere, 
though many stayed on the periphery and watched with looks of  sheer misunderstanding 
on their faces. The murmurs of  “what the fuck?!” and “whyyy…..” became more intense 
when the stone owl became sentient and flew off  in a rage (see p. 1).

 Oddly, only about half  of  the people who attended the dance experienced 
the sudden lack of  comprehension of  anything; others must have been immune for some 
reason. “I feel so bad for them,” says Celia Vasquez ‘15, one of  the fortunate dancegoers 
who avoided the condition. “Just in time for finals and a busy last week of  classes, suddenly 
nothing makes any sense. I hope they regain some concept of  reality before Renn Fayre, 
which might just fuck them up all over again. But hopefully they’ll recover enough to pass 
all their classes.” 

By EC

And Now, for an Ill-Conceived Comic Strip from Your Editor!

So, obviously, Renn Fayre is right around the corner, and just as obviously, you’ve pissed 
away all your preparation time on, like, homework and shit instead of  coming up with 
brilliant costume plans. That’s okay, buddy! We all make mistakes, and as usual, I’m here to 
rescue you from yours. Eventually, this parasitic relationship is bound to end in resentment 
and yelling, but for now, I’ve got a bunch of  great last-minute Thesis Parade costumes for 
you to try on for size. Read on:

1.) Clothing Counter(s): This is a clever one, but be ready to explain it over and over and 
over again, because it’s not exactly intuitive. It’s sort of  a pun, see? It sort of  sounds like 
“close encounters,” but...well, you get it. To do this costume, you just dress however you 
want, go to thesis parade...and count all the people who are wearing clothes. Don’t worry, 
you shouldn’t have to remember any of  the numbers past eleven or so.

2.) A Deep-Cover Alien: First, picture an alien--the best, most realistic alien you can 
imagine. What’s it look like? Does it have gray skin and bug eyes? Spindly legs and suction-
cup fingers? Futuristic clothing with strange, “alien” insignia? Well then, friend, no offense, 
but you’re kinda dumb. Think about it: if  you were an alien trying to “fit in” on Earth 
unnoticed and observe human customs, would you let yourself  go out in public looking like 
an alien? No, you would not. Instead, you’d disguise yourself  in as human a costume as pos-
sible, which is exactly what this alien costume entails. Voila! A perfect cover!

3.) An X-Files Extra: Now, this is a personal favorite of  mine. You’ll probably need to 
make a Bins trip to get a complete 90s get-up, but once you’ve got it, that’s all you’ll need! 
Just wander around confused, asking everyone what that strange shape you saw in the sky 
was and where your Yorkie went!

4.) Renn Fayre, Redux: Just  fucking do what everyone else is going to fucking do: strip 
off  all your clothes, let yourself  get drenched in cheap champagne and glitter, and run 
around making out with near-strangers. What is this “costume” nonsense? I mean honestly.

        In a rare interview following his majority decision gutting Affirmative Action programs, 
Supreme Court Chief  Justice John Roberts refused to take any questions concerning recent, 
high-profile instances of  racism.  “I still don’t read the news, and racism is still dead,” 
Roberts told puzzled reporters. “As a wealthy, white man in a position of  incredible power, I 
haven’t experienced any racism. Why would reading news reports about other people change 
my mind?”

        Roberts, whose court also gutted the Civil Rights Act last year by severely weakening the 
law’s pre-clearance section, seemed puzzled by reporters asserting that racism and inequality 
still existed.  “Jeez, who are you guys, Sonia Sotomayor? I drink out of  water fountains all the 
time, and you know what? They sure don’t say “whites only. Therefore, racism doesn’t exist.”

         Roberts left the interview and returned to his luxurious house to enjoy his wealth. The 
next day, he returned to work and talked about baseball with Justice Clarence Thomas, the 
only black person Roberts has spoken to for the past fifteen years.
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Last-Minute RF Costume Ideas!
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Nothing Makes Sense Anymore

“Wait, you think I’m racist? My robes are black, for pete’s sake!”

Justice Roberts: “Racism is Dead.”
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